A super-resolution restoration algorithm based on sample learning is to implement the "learning" between the images with high resolution and low resolution usually in the way of "search and paste". To improve the quality of restored image by building a huge sample database. The mismatching in search results may lead lower reconstructed quality. To solve these questions, this paper proposes a facial image super-resolution reconstruction algorithm based on niche genetic algorithm. The algorithm processes in regions based on facial image's textural features, to divide the solve space into multi layers, different distance constants can be used in each layer and to take advantage of the features in a niche that only have one individual to ensure algorithm would not easy to be involved in local optimum. The experimental results show that our algorithm can reach a preferable reconstructed quality and with faster running speed, which is an effective facial image super-resolution reconstruction method.
Introduction
The processing in facial image object has always been one of hot topic in pattern recognition, computer vision and multimedia information system field. Facial image super-resolution reconstruction is of vital practical application value. We could classify the existing image super-resolution technology into two categories: approach based on reconstruction and approach based on learning [1] . The research shows that the latter has more potential than the former.
The existing example-based approach uses the connection between low resolution images and corresponding high resolution images in Markov network learning sample library and the connection got through learning is used to restore the high-frequency detailed information in input low resolution images. This algorithm needs to set up a huge database and do the traversal search in it. If the searched sample block is similar to input block, and in contents, its corresponding high resolution sample block is linked to other high resolution blocks which are contiguous in spatial position. Searching in large-scale training sample library lead that the algorithm is timeconsuming, and the mismatching in searching result would cause result's quality badly decrease [2] [3] [4] .
Aim at the questions above, this paper proposes a facial image super-resolution reconstruction algorithm based on ecological niche genetic algorithm. The algorithm is to perform region processing based on facial textural features and to divide space into multi layers, different distance factors would be used in each layer, what's more, using deviation coding to make algorithm easier to converge.
Niche Genetic Optimal Network
Genetic algorithm comes with stochastic behavior and implicit parallelism, is easier to found the globally optimal solution with fast searching speed, which is an effective implement to solve function optimization question. Niche means a kind of living environments in specific environment. Bring ecological niche concept into genetic algorithm, let individuals evolve in a specific living environment, in that way, we could found more optimal solutions which include locally optimal solution and globally optimal solution.
First to pairwise compare the distance between each individual in the group in every generations. To measure distance between X i and X j with the Hamming distance between individual coding string. The formula is shown as follow:
(1)
Among it, l represents the length of chromosome coding string. When l is under the range of preassigned L--‖X i -X j ‖<L， then bring to bear on individual who has a lower fitness with a stronger penalty function to make their fitness value minimum. The formula is shown as follow: (2) In this way, between the two individuals whose distance below the range of L, the badder one becomes badder after processing and has high probability to be obsoleted in the later procedure of evolution. That is, there will exist only one excellent individual not only to maintain the diversity of group but also keep a certain distance between individuals to disperse in the entire restraint space, so as to achieve the niche elimination operation. Use BP to the locally detailed search. Once reached the object of convergence precision, then finish the training of network.
Human Face Predicted Reconstruction Based on NGA
Improved-Evolutionary Algorithms
People develop numerous parallel genetic algorithm to enhance the speed of evolutionary algorithm. It could divide into two kinds: standard parallel approach (SPA) and decomposition parallel approach (DPA). SPA doesn't change SGA's basic structural features, the evolutionary is implemented in a total environment and a total group is used. A global memorizer and a total control organ are needed to control the procedure of the group's evolutionary and communication. DAP divide the whole group into few subgroups that are distributed in independent processor (called parallel algorithm) or performs the evolutionary option alone on the same computer's different threads (called pseudo-parallel algorithm), from the point of developing group evolutionary parallelism from a global view. Due to keep the subgroup evolutionary local features on each processor and each of them exists communication, which, on one hand, increases the probability (success rate) that the improved algorithm to find the global optimization, on the other hand, could cut down the searching time substantially.
Pre-processing on Facial Feature
In order to achieve the goal that human face recognition could reach a high recognition rate, apart from a strong cognition algorithm, a proper facial image preprocessing mechanism is also needed to reduce the otherness among the input facial image data and make them be in the unified standard. Therefore, the bilinear interpolation is used to zoom the detected facial images into the images with same pixels to extract characteristic parameter and perform the cognition program. Do the geometric normalization and gray normalization to the images with same size. When facial images are detected, then extracts them. Because the size and brightness of images each time we get are different, so need to do the normalization first. Such as setting the human face at the center, unify the size and dimensionality of every images and modify whole image's luminance to turn the effect that light make to image at lowest and the image to be the input of facial recognition system which is under normalized. Then to modify the luminance of facial image. So the gray value of each facial image we gathered is adjusted by using this feature.
For the digital image with grays level GL=256, calculate the occurrence rate of the first k gray scale:
In formula (1) , N is the total pixels in image, N k represents the whole pixel points with k-grayscale. Calculate the histogram transformation function based on this:
Predictive Reconstruction
In detailed area, classifying each topography pieces according to the directivity of picture structure. Collect training linear predictor sample for each facial images. Estimate high-frequency information through predictor. In order to ensure the diversity of initial sample and prevent colonial precocity from converging early, abandon the method usually in genetic algorithm that generating initial group randomly to use ergodicity to generate initial individuals in solution space uniformly. In case of the local converging earlier and guarantee the diversity of initial group at the maximum limit. Input a low-resolution image as an initial estimate image, at first, zoom in it to a size of high-resolution image by bilinear interpolation. For the vital area on facial images, using method that classification forecasting in blocks and directions to predict high-frequency information. Firstly, get the value of input block LR's 4 direction vectors. Then decide the maximum direction as the block's direction. If the block's directions distribute almost averagely, this block's direction called "flat". Use the high-frequency information which the predictor in this direction predicts, overlap and average the pixels, the high-frequency information we get and the corresponding position block of original image are obtained as the result of the output of the important region on face to realize the reconstruction of super-resolution facial image.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Test images use a subset of international standard facial library FERET, which including 99 people's frontal face images, the pixels of each image is 256*384. This image library provides the location parameter of each images' eyes, nose and mouth. Do the pre-processing before the experiment. We make a comparison among few different algorithms, as Fig. 1 shows, from (a) to (e) in proper order shows input LR image, bilinear interpolation reconstruction effect, bi-cubic interpolation amplified result, example-based Freeman algorithm's result (5 steps) and the restore result in this paper(1 step). The frontal facial images in images library are used to experiment, double and sample them as test image LR, original image as object image HR. The objective quality of restore result is obviously better than in bilinear interpolation and bi-cubic interpolation when the step of Freeman algorithm is 5, as the second column in Fig. 1 shows, in spite of the value of PSNR has been improved obviously, there still exists a kind of distortion in subjective quality due to the mismatching phenomenon. Algorithm in this paper improves the mismatching phenomenon and advances the subjective quality, because using the method that classified processing in directions, which using machine to learn the relationship between high-resolution and low-resolution images and storing it in the way of predictor's parameter. The training in predictor could be able to process off-line, which shorten the restoring time and enhance the algorithm's speed.
Conclusions
This paper proposes an elongate niche algorithm aiming at the regularization model of facial image super-resolution restoration. We use the character that only have one individual in niche to ensure the algorithm not easy to involve in local optimum. To further ensure astringency and speedability, the strategy initializing the population equably is used. Experiments indicate the reconstructed images are better than classic interpolation algorithm and example-based algorithm in impersonality and subjectivity, and the speed of algorithm has been effectively improved.
